ABSTRACT. A necessary and sufficient condition is given for a Brownian excursion law in a Lipschitz domain to share the local path properties with an excursion law in a halfspace. This condition is satisfied for all boundary points of every C 1 ,a-domain, Q > O. There exists a C1-domain such that the condition is satisfied almost nowhere on the boundary. A probabilistic interpretation and applications to minimal thinness and boundary behavior of Green functions are given.
1. Notation, definitions and review of relevant results. We will work with the n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn, n :::: 2 and will use different Cartesian coordinate systems CSl, CS2 , etc. The following notation will be used: x = (Xl, ... , xn ), R~-l = {x ERn: Xl = 0 in CSd, DZ = {x ERn: Xl > 0 in CSk}. If the coordinate system is fixed and no confusion may arise we will use symbols Rn-l and D*. We will let x = projRn-lX. We will make sure that it is k clear which coordinate system is meant when the notation (XI, ... , xn) or x is used.
For a set A eRn, we will use AC to denote Rn\A.
We will say that a function h: Rn-l ~ R represents a domain D near X E aD in CS k if there exists a neighborhood U of x such that {x ERn: Xl > h(x) in CSd n U = D n U.
A domain will be called Lipschitz if it is represented by a Lipschitz function near every boundary point x (the function may depend on x). Similarly a domain will be called C l (Cl,l» if it is represented near every boundary point by a function which has continuous (a-Holder continuous) first order partial derivatives. Dahlberg [6] proved that the surface area measure and harmonic measure are mutually absolutely continuous in Lipschitz domains. The expression "almost all" will refer to either of these measures. The surface area measure on hyperplanes will be denoted dx. We will use the abbreviations a+ = max(O, a) and a-= -min(O, a).
We will use the canonical probability space (0, F, {Ft }, X). F is the universal completion of FO and F t is the universal completion of F~ in F. () will denote the usual shift operator.
A random variable T is called a stopping time if {T ~ t} E F t for all t :::: o. The pre-T a-field FT is defined by FT = {A E 0: A n {T ~ t} E F t for all t :::: O}.
The hitting time TA of a set A will be defined as inf{t > 0: X t E A} where inf ¢ = 00.
The distribution of standard Brownian motion starting from x will be denoted by px. The distribution of Brownian motion starting from x and killed on the boundary of a domain D will be denoted by Pb. There is no natural normalization of infinite measures so "unique" excursion law will mean "unique up to a multiplicative constant" excursion law. The expression Hf = H~ will be understood in the same spirit.
A We have assumed that
JR n-l n{lxI9} Ixl n By Lemma 3.1 of Burdzy [3] and Example l.XII.12(b) of Doob [7] there is a truncated cone 
. Now p > 0 and by Brownian scaling, p does not depend on z. The Harnack inequality applied to the harmonic function P Vl (TB < 00) in the interior of C3 (x)
shows that for all y E Cl (x) P!J l (TB < 00) ~ CPb2 (TB < 00) where c > 0 does not depend on x or y. For x E Q, define
otherwIse.
The strong Markov property applied at Tk and Tk + T(X(Tk)) 0 OTk implies that [14] ). This requires finding a suitable sequence of events {Bk} replacing {Ak} in the above proof and finding probabilities of Bk'S and their intersections.
This seems like a difficult task in view of the fact that transition probabilities and hitting probabilities are not given explictly for conditioned Brownian motion in an arbitrary domain. The approach taken in the above proof is easier because: (i) it requires a sequence of disjoint events {Ak} (instead of "almost independent" events {Bk}), and (ii) transition and hitting probabilities for an excursion law correspond to Brownian motion (not conditioned Brownian motion). Thus it pays sometimes to use O'-finite measures instead of probability measures.
(ii) The method of proof applied in part (iii) above was used earlier in Theorem 7.1 of Burdzy [5J to obtain a result about angular derivatives.
Suppose that a Lipschitz function h represents D near a point Xo E aD in a coordinate system CS 1. By first performing a translation of coordinates, we may and do assume that Xo = 0 in CS 1 . Let HZo be the standard excursion law from Xo in D. THEOREM 
The excursion law HZo is locally fiat if and only if the function h has a total derivative at 0 E R~-l and
(2.4) 1 Ih(x) -Vh(O)· x1d I I x < 00.
R~-ln{lxI9}
x n Suppose that Xo = 0 in a coordinate system CS2 and D~ = {x: Xl > v· Ii in CSt} Ig3(x)l dx < 00. lR~-ln{lxI9} Ixl n PROOF. The proofs of the three assertions are totally elementary and very similar to one another so we will sketch only the proof of the existence of gl.
Assume that (2.5) holds. This implies that (2.8)
Ixl-O
To see this suppose that 
where CI does not depend on m. 
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. --,x )_+ dx > f: f (h( x) -v . x) + dx lR~-ln{lxI9}(b) 0 \l BQm, (c) supxEQm(h(x) -v· x)+ > 2-i -3 ,(d)(2.10) f (h(x) -V· x)+ dx > f (h(x) -V· x)+ dx JQm Ix In -JV m Ixl n Let and ~ 2-i -4 (2-i -5 / K 1 t-l b;,n ~ 2-i -4 (2-i -5 / Kd n -l a;,n2-n (n _ 1)-n/2
= (2-6n +1K 1 n +1(n _1)-n/2)(2-in a;,n).
where x is the projection in CS1. The function
defined for x E R 2 -l is Lipschitz with constant 1. It follows from (2.9) and (c)
The support of 1m is contained in Q1n which has a volume no greater than
(2-in a;,n).
This and (2.10) show that 
Ixl n PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. (i) Suppose that (2.4) holds. Let the coordinate system CS2 in Lemma 2.1 be defined such that v = V'h{O). It follows from (2.4) that (2.5) and (2.7) are satisfied. Define Dl and D3 as in (i) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1.
Choose e > 0 so small that Dl n U c Dn U c D3 n U where U = {z: Iz -xol < e}. Fix a nonempty open ball B c D4. We have D4 cDc D5 and 0< H:O{TB < 00) :::; HfO{TB < 00) :::; HsO{TB < 00) < 00 so Hfo is a standard excursion law in D and therefore Hfo = HXo. It follows that HXo is locally flat.
(ii) Assume that HXo is locally flat. Suppose that HXo shares the local properties with the standard excursion law H;o in D~, where D~ is the upper half-space in some coordinate system CS2 • We can assume that Xo = 0 in CS2 and that D~ has the form {x: Xl > V· X in CSt}. We will prove that R 2 -l is a tangent to aD at xo, that V'h{O) exists and equals v, and (2.4) holds.
Suppose that (2.6) is satisfied and let D2 be defined as in part (ii) of Lemma 2.1. It follows from part (i) of the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1{ii) that This contradicts (2.12) since the excursion laws HXo and H;o share the local properties. Thus (2.6) cannot be satisfied and therefore (2.5) holds.
Suppose that (2.5) holds and the integral in (2.7) is infinite. Repeat part (iii) of the proof of Theorem 2.1 with the following changes: T1, T2 and Q as follows: Let D C Rn, n ;::: 2 be a Cl,CIt-domain for some a: > 0 and let L be a continuous additive functional such that its associated measure is the surface area measure on aD (for the existence of such an L, see Revuz [15, 16] ). PROOF. We will prove first that for every integer k > 0 there exists a nondecreasing differentiable function gk: [0, 1] --+ R such that 0 :S gk{x) :S 2-k for all x and the following condition holds for x in a set of measure greater than 1 -2-k : 
Extend gk to the whole interval [0,1] in such a way that it is continuous and linear on every interval where it has not been defined above.
It is elementary to check that the last integral is greater than 2-2k -3 (y -x) for all y :::: x + 2{a + b). Therefore For every integer j > 0 we will find a set Aj C [0, 1 1 such that the measure of Aj is greater than 1 -2-j and for all x E Aj we have 
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Since j is arbitrary it follows that the set of x's for which the integral in (3.3) is finite must have measure zero. Extend the function h to the whole real line by
where [4] (see also Remark 4.2(ii) of the last paper).
Alternative criteria for minimal thinness in a half-space were given earlier by Essen and Jackson [9] . [7] . It follows from Theorem 11 of Nairn [13] 
if at least one side is well defined.
PROOF. Let PX denote the distribution of Brownian motion in D2 starting from y E Dl and conditioned to converge to x at the lifetime. By Theorem 3.III.3
of Doob [7] , the last exit time from aD1 is strictly less than the lifetime of the process PX-a.s. and therefore PX(TaDl = 00) > O. Let fiX be the distribution PX conditioned by {TaDl = oo}. Then fiX is the distribution of Brownian motion in Dl conditioned to converge to x. It follows that P% (lim f(Xt ) > a) = fi% (lim f(Xt ) > a)
t-+R t-+R
since the above probabilities may take values 0 or 1 only (see 2.X.11(c) of Doob [7] ). The last formula implies the lemma by Theorem 3.III.3 of Doob [7] . 0
Recall the notation of Theorem 4. PROOF. We will use the notation from the proof of Theorem 4.1. .
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The set D\D; and hence D\D2 is not minimal thin in D at 0, by Theorem 4.1(ii). Thus Lemma 4.1 implies that and this combined with (4.10) yields
